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„mobile.service“ efficiency and 
transparency for technical field work
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Mobile task management offers businesses varied possibilities for optimisation when doing technical fi eld work. FIELDWORX‘s mobile.
service supports fi eld workers with numerous practical features and optimises the fl ow of communication to the head offi ce.

mobile.service – factbox:

 Hardware-free

 Operating systems supported: Windows Mobile 5.0, 2003 (SE), Windows CE 5.0 and 6.0

 Database-free: SQL, Oracle, XML, etc.

 The latest transmission technology: SMS/MMS, WLAN, BlueTooth, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSDPA

 The highest security and encryption standards: 3DES, ECC, etc.

 Wireless updating of material pictures

 ERP connection: interface available to MS Business Solutions Dynamics Nav, SAP, Oracle

The basic features of mobile.service:

 Automatically logs task, travelling and other times

 Displays materials catalogue incl. photos

 Displays item details (operating record)

 Displays location history

 Evaluates daily reports over any user-defi ned period

 Logs accommodation allowances and other allowances

 Digital customer signature
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dispatching center
central resource planning
An optional very simple („Plug & Play“) extension of mobile.service is the Dispatching Center.  
This solution can greatly facilitate the planning and allocation of fi eld work assignments.

The features:

 Multi-user-compatible order management

 Order grouping

 Order splitting

 Resource management

 Numerous fi lter and visualisation settings

 Freely scalable display precision (months, weeks, days, hours, minutes)

 Simple skill management (skills and qualifi cations)

 Synchronization with mobile devices

 Graphic display of assignment reports (TARGET-ACTUAL comparison)

 Open interface for simple integration into existing systems 

This tool was developed together with practitioners to make communication with PDAs as simple and fast as possible while 
they are in use. Tasks like changing versions of a database, various software updates or support and assistance for your fi eld 
workers are easy to solve through direct exchange of data between the head offi ce and the mobile devices.

The features:
 „Remote Desktop“ function

 Access to the PDA‘s data system

 Registry Editor

 Scripting and DOS Box

 Soft and hard resets possible

 Graphic diagnosis tools

 Automated software allocation and data synchronisation

 Various security functions

 Transparent reports

mobiles remote device management
how your devices stay „up to data“


